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ABSTRACT
Three different types of kitchen exhaust systems,
namely, wall-mounted overhead, island, and downdraft,
are closely investigated. Fans are tested for energy consumption and airflow ratings following the procedure
given in ASHRAE Standard 51-1985. The velocity profile
in the exhaust duct is measured using a pitot tube
traverse. There is a slight difference between the
measured velocity profile and the profile for fully
developed turbulent flow. The airflow rate is obtained by
using an average velocity in the duct equal to 87% of the
centerline velocity. Characteristic fan curves are plotted
for the different exhaust systems. The flow field between
the top surface of the range and the bottom of the hood
is qualitatively studied by means of a noncontaminating
flow visualization system. The effects of adding side
baffles, a perimeter slot, and a visor or varying the hood
clearance height are studied to show the enhancement
of the capture efficiency of the ventilation system using the
flow visualization technique. Adding side baffles greatly
increases the capture efficiency for overhead hoods;
however, little effect is noticed after applying the perimeter
slot. The capture efficiency improves by decreasing the
clearance height. Downdraft systems, with the exhaust
located either at the sides or mid-plane of the range, are
effective only for low cooking pots. Their capture efficiency
is dramatically reduced by increasing the pot height. The
relationship between capture efficiency and airflow rate
is important, since it relates directly to the amount of outdoor makeup air required and the energy required to heat
or cool it. The airflow velocities are measured quantitatively using an omnidirectional hot wire probe mounted on
a manual traversing device. The air velocity magnitude is
found to decrease rapidly with increasing distance from
the exhaust opening. A simple potential flow model is
used to calculate the corresponding air velocities. The
theoretical velocity contours agree closely with the
measured values. The three ventilation systems are rated
tor sound by measuring the output noise generated by the

fans relative to the ambient sound level. An increase of O
to 24 db is reported on a C weighing scale.

INTRODUCTION
Kitchen exhaust systems are used to enclose. as etfec·
tively as is practical, the points where grease, odors. fumes,
smoke, moisture. and heat are released, or to create airflow
through the zone or zones of impurities release that is of
such magnitude and direction as to carry the generated
gases and vapors into the exhaust system, or both. Fundamentals governing the design and operation of local exhaust systems are given by the American National Standards Institute (ANSI 1979). Caplan and Knut3on (1982)
recommended a performance test for laboratory fume
hoods that focuses on the face velocity. This is the same
test recommended by ASH RAE Standard 110-1985 (1985)
on the method of testing the performance of laboratory
fume hoods. ASHRAE Standard 71-73 (1973) gi·1es the
method of testing for rating unit ventilators. Peterson (1986)
reviewed the technology of mechanical ventilators and
rated -the functions of a mechanical ventilator and the
methods of fresh air intake and distribution besides the
ventilator controls. The Home Ventilating Institute (HVI
1987) rates the exhaust systems for quietness as well as
ventilating performance. Ratings information tells the air
movement in cfm (cubic feet per minute) and the sound
output in sanes. Very few publications are found that ad·
dress the investigation of residential exhaust systems. A
report prepared by the Canada Mortgage and Housing
Corporation (1987) provides a simplified builder's guide,
describing products and systems required to achieve more
effective and acceptable residential exhaust systems.
In this paper the testing of kitchen exhaust vent1latior·
systems took place in a university's equipment laboratory
The units tested include overhead wall mount. overhead
microwave, island hood. and downdraft systems. Table 1
gives the specifications of each unit tested, together with
the dimensions of the exhaust opening . The tests performed include fan curve determinations. velocity
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TABLE 1
Type and Specifications of Tested Kitchen Exhaust Ventilation Systems

Unit

Type

Rated Airflow
elm (Lis)

Oeening Dimensions
Fan WxO.D.
Exhaust Wxl
inch (mm)
inch(mm)

(

No. fans

Fan speed

2

variable

A

overhead
wall mount

350
(165)

35 x 533
(89 x 135)

9875 x 3125
(250 x 79)

B

overhead
wall mount

300
(141)

3.5 x 5.250
(89 x 133)

4.125 x 3.500
(105 x 89)

c

overhead
microwave

210
(99)

D

island
hood

600
(282)

3.5 x 5.250
(89 x 133)

16 x 5
(406 x 127)

E

cen ler·vent
downdraft

300
(141)

2.7 x 7160
(69 x 182)

4 x 5.50
(102 x 140)

single

F

side-vent
downdraft

375-400
(176-188)

5 x 8.500
(127 x 216)

6 250 x 5.625
(159 x 143)

two

G

rear-vent
downdraft

500
(235)

2 5 x 9.870
(64 x 251)

10.0 x 6.500
(254 x 165)

variable

single
2

two

2

single

measurements and prediction, flow visualization, and
sound measurements. Both gas and electric ranges are
used in performing the tests.

16 locations. It should be reiterated that although the test
section was built in accordance with the ASHRAE stan- •
dard, the method to determine airflow rates was moddied .

FAN CURVE DETERMINATION .

Fan Curve

Apparatus and Procedure

Velocity profiles for exhaust unit E were measured
along the horizontal and the vertical centerlines of the duct
for different flow rates. The horizontal profile was obseNed
to be symmetric, but the vertical profile was noticed to be
skewed . The asymmetry of the vertical velocity profile
results from the presence of elbows upstream of the pitot
tube, which were always in a vertical plane, and/or because
the axes of rotation of the centrifugal fans-as shown in
Figure 1-were always in a horizontal plane.
The vertical velocity profiles for unit E along with units
A, C, and Dare compared to the fully developed ;turbulent

Fan curves for the various exhaust units were obtained
by measuring static and dynamic pressures in an outlet
duct designed according to ASHRAE Standard 51-1985.
The outlet duct is referred to throughout the rest of this
paper as the test section. The test section was constructed
61 6 in (0.15 m) diameter galvanized duct. Figure 1 shows
the pertinent dimensions of the test section. The damper
used to regulate-airflow rates was of butterfly design with
its axis aligned vertically. Inclined oil manometers with a
resolution of 0.01 in water gauge.(2.5 Pa) were used in conjunction with a pitot tube to measure the static and dynamic
pressures. The pitot tube was capable of measuring both
static and dynamic pressures simultaneously, and its
diameter was approximately 1/8 in (3.2 mri'1).
The static pressure at the fan was obtained by
calculating the pressure drop due ·to the ductwork
upstream of the pitot tube (including a portion of the test
section and any ductwork ahead of the tes\ section) and
adding it to the static pressure measured by the pitot tube.
Airflow rates were obtained by multiplying the average
velocity in the test section by the cross-sectional area. The
average velocity was calculated by multiplying the
c~nterline velocity by 87%. The average factor was obtained by integrating the velocity profiles for several of the
units. This procedure was chosen for its experimental ease.
since only one dynamic pressure was required at each flow
rate rather than 24 as indicated by the standard. Complete
velocity profiles were measured for several range hoods at
both high and low flow rates in order to (1) determine if the
velocity profiles were similar for the range of flow rates expected and (2) to compare them to the fully developed
profile obeying the 1/7 power law. A traverse of the pilot
tube in the vertical direction was used to obtain the veloci·
ty profiles. with velocity pressures being measured in 11 to
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Figure 2

Velocity profiles inside the test section. Vertical traverse.
positiver values indicate upper half of test section.

profile obeying the 1/7 power law in Figure 2. The results
show that the profiles are similar (for each unit) over the
range of the flow rates tested. T.he other units were assumed'to. exhibit the same behavior. The numerical integration of the measured profiles resulted in average velocities
slightly higher than the average velocity for the fully
developed profile, In obtaining an average velocity for the
exhaust units, 87% of the centerline velocity was used. The
maximum error in using this factor ior all units is estimated
at5% .
·· ·
· .
The velocity profile for unit A was also measured with
a single settling screen installed in the test section 2 in
(0.51 m) downstream of the flow straightener. The resulting
profile. as shown in Figure 3. was no!1ceably more sym·
metric than before. The screen reduced the flow rate by ap·
proximately 40% . Even though only one test w.as·performed using a settling screen, the ·s creen appears to
greatly reduce the asymmetry problems of velocity profiles
encountered in this study.
Measured fan curve data are presented in Figures 4
and 5. The error in static pressure due to measurement is
001 in wg (2 .5 Pa). As stated previously, the error in flow
ratesis 5%. ThEHmits festeffih this study typically have air
flows referenced at a static pr~ssureot:o.1 in wg (25 Pa) and
are noted in Figtires 4 and 5 by a c;.rosshair. Theians were
a~~radial flow wifh.forward-curved'51ades: In all units with
double cer,Urifugal fC\(1.5,, the fans.,e>.<hausted 1nto_.a common
exhaust duct.
.
·
Exhaust units A, 8. and D have the same size fansthe fans on units Band Dare known to be identical. Units
A and D. with double fans in parallel. do not exhibit
significantly higher flow rates than unit B (single fan). as is
expected. Also. the measured flow rates tended to be lower
than the rated flow rates (up to 40% in the extreme). These
three units have flOIAf rates t.hat are bighly dependent on the
pressure drop of the corresponding duct system.
Therefore. the~actual ·flo..,...r-a~es el these units. when installed . may be significantly less than the rated flow rates.
The other units tested-C. E. F, and G-do not have
flow rates that are as highly dependent on pressure drop
as the three mentioned above. The flow rates of these units
will be relatively insensiti.ve to differences in duct systems

Figure 3

Comparison of velocity distributions in test section with
and without a settling screen. Venical traverse. Screen
filament diameter = 0.0091 in (2.30x10·• m). open
area= 49%.

when installed. These units also had measured flow rates
that were much closer to the rated flow rates.
In general. the units ·with large-diameter fans ti.ad
.
steeper fan curves. One unit (C) with a small d~ameie'r fan
also had a relatively steep fan curve. The remaining
units-A , B, and D- had .flatter fan curves. The reason for
this may be that the units with steep fan curves are models
new to the market and so have fans-of modern design. The
Jans in units Band D (and,i:>resu_rnably unit C) are known
to have been of a d~sign approximately 30 years old.
leading to the hypothesis !hat elther the dei:;ign is ot..ttdated
or the manufacturing process has chan.ged significantly in
that time. '
.,.
c;
Of the units with .rnore:th(jn a single fan speed, th~
ones with a large-diameter fan h·ave a much greater rar:ige
of avail~ble flowJates. U~its F and G hayeJhe ability to.v?rY
flow rates
to 200 elm (47 t0 94 Us) ·~r1Je units A and C
can only vary flow rates by 50 elm (24 Us) at mqst. ·
Of_the units tested , u.nits A through D-all ov~rhead
1•
hoqds:- generally have lqwer flow rates.than units E and
F. both downdraft ranges~·Tl=)e downdratt·ranges also h.ave
fans that are not sis .sensitive to the pressure .d t op
(eiquival~nt length) cif the accompanying duct system, as
·.
most-of the overhead hoods are.
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VELOCITY FIELD 'MEASUREMENTS
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Apparatus ... and
Procedure '
'
,-,
Air velocities near.the kitphen exhaust systems were
mea::;ure;d by an omniEJirectional anem0mete,r that is able
tG .meaSU(e air veJoc;:ity magnitl),de rega~dlessof the dire<;tion of the flow, which eliminates.the need to measrne more
than qne y~locity corT)ponent: The-sensing tip is 1n th~
shape ()fa sphE:lre,. It is claimed the accuracy is within ±20/o
_unless the mei=ln velocity is directed within 5° of the polar
angle surrounding the support system .The anerT)ometer
has three velocity range settings-low (0-60 lpm [0-0.3
mis]). medium (50-250 fpm [0.25-1 .27 m/s]). and high
(200-600 fpm [1-3 m/s]) .
. The probe was mounted on a traversing device that
could scan a 3 ft by 2 ft by 3 ft (0.9 m by 0.6 rn by 0.9 r)l)

three-dimensional space. Figure 6 'show's the omnidirectional sensor mounted on the traversing device. Error in
determining the position is estimated to be less than 1/4 in
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(6 mm) . The probe was moved manually in the x direction
in 2 in (51 mm) increments at fixed y and z locations. A new
y location was obtained by sliding the telescopic probe in
2 in (51 mm) increments. This procedure was used to obtain readings in one z plane after which the probe was
moved to the next z plane. Readings were confined to
several planes of interest , because thousands of
measurements would be required to cover the complete
three-dimensional space.
Data were taken after the initial flow disturbances were
diminished. Small fluctuations in readings were manually
averaged out over a 1-minute interval. The magnitude of
the room air current before turning on a hood was
measured between 10 and 20 fpm (0.05 and 0.1 mis).
Measurements were made with ranges turned off under
isothermal conditions. There were counters adjacent to the
stove ranges, but there were no cupboards present adja1.4.,------,.--,,.....-.~
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Figure 6

Schematic drawing of experimental setup for velocity
field measurements showing the coordinate system
·
used.

cent to the exhaust hoods. The total airflow rate through the
exhaust systems had been measured previously.

magnitude contours given in a plane 5 in (0.13 m) from the
back wall. Figure 7b shows the side view of the same hood
with measurnd velocity values given in a plane 11 in
(0.28 m) from the centerline, which is under the center of
one of the filters.
· , .. ,
As can be seen in the figures, the air veiocity
magnitude is very large just below the exhaust areas, and
it decreases very fast as the distance from the exhaust
areas increases. Notice that different scale factors have
been used when plotting the vertical and horizontal directions. There are two high-velocity pockets, one under each
filter section. The velocity contours shown-150 fpm (0.75
m/s), 100 fpm (0.5 m/s), 50 fpm (0.25 m/s), and 30 fpm (0.15
m/s)-illustrate how quickly the velocity diminishes as one
proceeds away from the hood:
Tile measured air velocity 'on the cooking surface is
very low, less than 20 fpm (0.1 m/s), which is the order of
magnitude of typical room air currents with the hood off.
The exhaust itself does not seem to play a major role in capturing the contaminant$ at the cooking surface. In actual
cooking , contaminants generated on the cooking surface
usually have high temperatures. It is the upward thermal
buoyancy force that makes capture possible by driving the
hot contaminants to the high-velocity regions.

Velocity Field Results

)

A three-dimensional velocity field is established
around a typical wall-mounted kitchen range exhaust hood
(Unit A) when there is no thermal buoyancy force present.
This hood has two exhaust regions. one on each side of the
hood, which are blocked between by sheet metal. The
measured total airflow rate through the exhaust duct was
220 elm (104 Us). The filters over the exhaust regions have
dimensions of 9.75 in by 11.5 in {0.25 m by 0.?9 m) and are
inclined as shown in Figure· 7. The configuration of the
hood is symmetric with respect to the dotted centerline
given in Figure ?a . Figure 7a is a front view of the wallmounted kitchen range ~ood with measured velocity
&} FRONT VIEW

VELOCITY FIELD PREDICTIONS
Potential Flow Modeling
Jhe airflows nea.rexhaust systems cao be simulated
with a potential flow model around fluid sinks. For inviscid
fluids and/or flows with high Reynolds numbers, viscous
forces can be neglected except in thin boundary layers on
solid walls. Outside the boundary layer, the fluid satisfies the
well-knowr::i Euler equation."lt may be shown that inviscid
flow is irrotational. For irrotational flow, a velocity potential
can be introduced. From the continuity equation, the
potential satisfies the Laplace equation. Techniques for

b) SIDE VIEW
' '.I
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Measured velocity magnitudes for wall-mounted hood Unit A: Total airflow = 220 elm (104 Us). Velocities in mis can be obtained by
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Location of point sinks in the potential model used to
simulate Unit A.
·
(0 . 76m)

solving the Laplace equation are highly developed as a
result of its importance in a variety of physical contexts.
The velocity potential,~. around a three-dimensional
point sink can be derived as

~

.lL

(1)
4nr
where q represents the total airflow rate, and r is the
distance from the sink to a position of interest. For flows with
more than one sink, the resultant velocity potential is the
sum of the velocity potentials introduced by each sink,
since the governing equation is homogeneous and the
solution is additive.
·
=

~= ~1

+ ~2 + ~ + . ' .

(2)

The velocity component in each direction is calculated by
taking a derivative of the velocity potential in that direction.
The velocity magnitude is the square root of the sum of the
squares of the velocity components. The pressure field can
be calculated from the Bernoulli equation, which can be
derived from the Euler equation . Constant pressure contours coincide with the constant velocity magnitude
contours. In order to simulate a wall near a sink, an imaginary sink should be added at the location of the mirror
image to makethe velocity normal to the solid surface zero.
Notice that the velocity field calculated by potential flow
does not satisfy the no-slip condition at the solid surfaces.
For a continuously distributed sink of finite size, velocity
potential could be obtained by integrating the potentials of
infinitesimal sinks over the sink area.

Flow Modeling Results
The model using a point sink has been applied to
overhead hood Unit A described earl ie r in Table 1. Since
the hood has a filter section on both sides of the hood, two
point sinks were located at the centers of each filter. Two im·
aginary sinks were added at the locations of the mirror
images of the back wall on which the exhaust hood is
mounted . As the airflow is blocked by the top of the hood
itself. the strengths of the four sinks are doubled . Figure 8

Figure 9

Calculated velocity contours below unit A using the point
sink potential model. Total airflow rate = 220 cfm (104 Us).

shows a plan view of the locations of the real and imaginary
sinks. To be exact, all the imaginary sinks, due to all the surfaces near the hood, should have been taken into account.
However, the presence ot the other surfaces. including the
cooking surface, is assumed not to affect the velocity, and
therefore these additional sinks were omitted in the present
analysis.
Figure 9 shows a front view of the calculated velocity
magnitude contours on the vertical plane 5 in (0.13 m) away
from the back wall. The calculated velocity contours match
the measured contours shown in Figure 7a nicely. There
are two high-velocity pockets on both sides of the hood and
a low-velocity region under the blocked area between the
filters. It is conceivable that the shapes of the velocity
magnitude contours remain the same regaf'dless of the
total airflow rate, since the governing equation is linear.
When the total airflow rate is multiplied by a given factor, the
magnitudes of the velocity are also multiplied by the same
factor.

FLOW VISUALIZATION
Apparatus and Procedure
A noncontaminating flow visualization system was
used to qualitatively study the flow fields between the top
surface of the range and the bottom of the hood and above
downdraft units. This device generates large quantities of
a very optically dense fog and introduces this fog to the
area of interest. As the fog flows with the air. the flow field
can be observed and photographed or recorded on a
videotape. The merit of this approach is that at one time.
one can get the overall view of the airflow pattern .
Moreover, this fog generator provides the advantage that
it can be taken anywhere.
The fog is generated by boiling deionized water and
directing the resulting steam onto the surface of a pool of
liquid nitrogen. The nitrogen cools the water vapor into a
dense fog, which is emitted from the unit through a flexible

r

.,

·•

Figure 11

Flow field for the center-vent downdraft unit (Unit E)
using the log generator.

about 45 minutes. For a certain unit and geometric configuration, the flow field is recorded on a videotape·using
a video camcorder and a character generator. lh order to
obtain a better'contrast and resolution forthefog in the air,
a black background is provided on the kitchen wall and on
the edges of the exhaust system and range. Lighting
systems are used to provide a clear view for both the
videotape and photos. Later, a professional camera crew
was hired to produce a higher quality.videotape. A grid
background is used 'to show the relative path of a certain
point in the flow field over a fixed distance. The distance
between each line in the grid background is 4 in (102 tnm).

Flow Visualization Results

Figure 10

Flow field below Unit A using the fog generator, a) front
view. b) side view. ,;
.,.,

hose. By c0fltrolling·,the ·flow rate of ·the steam from the
b'oiler ahd the positi'On of the introduced steam ab·ove'the
nitrogen surface. the temperature and thus the dens1t{of
the fog can be regulated. It is importar.t thatJ.he den~ity of
the fog be as close to room air density as possible so as not
to introduce buoyancy effects. If the fog is more dense than
the surrounding air. the streamlines will be biased in a
downward d1rect1on, and 1f the fog is.lighter than the air, the
streamlines will be bia~.eQ 1n ~o upward direction.
Jn -normal usage.Jh:e fog is emitted inio ·t.he room
through a· flexible hose:or:a wand on»the.end of H:ie hose,
and the path ol the fog can be observed as it fl.ows with the
a1f In the prese nt experiment~ iJ! vyas more advantageous
to emit the log through :a 9e.ries of 0:87. 1n (21 mm) l.D.
nozzles located along a 2 5 1n (65 mm) O.D. plast1cfube.
Since the log will follow the streamlines of the exhaust air,
1t 1s desirable to inJect th e fo g 1sokinet1cally However. there
1s always a small velocity at the introduction point and,
therefore, the tracing ol the stre(;lmlines should start a short
distance from the nozzle or the wand
The storage capacit y or the liquid nitrogen tank is
de signed to produc e a c o ntinuou s fog genera tion for

:•·

,.·

The results obtained are recorded on videotapes.
These results include the fiow fields for the different types
of range ventilation systems given in Table 1. Figure 10a
shows a front view of the flow field for unit A. This unit has
one exhaust opening at each side. It is clearly shown that
''"the streamftnes ale directed toward each:opening,·even
' 'when the''fbg is emitted from a location 'beyond the sides
·of the range cook top. Figure 10b, a side view of the same
'flow field, shows that the streamlines at the front of the
fange (left side of the photograph) are not completely
direded toward the exhaust outlet. Some emitted fog is
di'.spersed away from the hood into the indoor air. An eddy formation,js clearly noticed at the right-hand side of this
: ~igure near the bac Rwall . The same incompleti:icaptured
.·rog ·:waS'observed with unit C "microwave hbod"'sin'ce its
l · depth is only one-thi rd that 6f the range. This 'situation' suggests that the depth of the hood be made approxi mately
equal to the depth of the range to enhance the capture efficiency. For unit D, the flow field' generafed by th e island
hood indicates a good cap ture efficiency. It should be
noted that the dimensions of the island hood opening
equal the range cook top. For units E, F, and G , the fog
generated is directed toward the exhaust outl et only for a
limited height above the range top. Figure 11 illu strates \he
fiow for the center-vent downdraft uni t. This fi g ure shows
the tendency of the exhaust ou.tlet .to direct th e lower
streamline rather th an the higher one.

The effect of the clearance height on capture efficiency is studied for an overhead wall-mounted unit at two
heights above the cooking surface-30 in (0.76 m) and 21
in (0.53 m). A better flow field and capture efficiency is obtained for the lower clearance height, i.e., the closer the
hood is to the cooking surface, the more effective it is.
However, there must be sufficient clearance space for comfortable use of the range top. A 24 in (0.60 m) deep hood
(front to back) with an 18 in (0.46 m) clearance between the
top of the cooking surface and the bottom of the hood has
been recommended by Annis (1978). Greater clearance
space may be needed when using larger cookers or pots.
For low airflow rates it is important that the hood be close
to the cooking surface.
An attempt is made to increase the capture efficiency
by adding a visor to the front of hood unit A at an angle of
30° from the horizontal and a width of 4 in (0.102 m).
However, no significant change in the flow field is observed.
·
For units A, B, and D, the hood opening was blocked
with the exception of a perimeter slot 3 in (75 mm) wide
along both sides and the front. The resulting flow field and
capture efficiency are slightly improved over the operation
without the perimeter slot.
Another approach investigated was the addition of 12
in (0.305 m) wide transparent plexiglass battles on both
sides of the hood near the back ·wall. The baffles are
studied for units A and 8. The resulting flow field shows a
better enhancement of the capture efficiency toward the
exhaust openings. The baffles add better guidance to the
streamlines and prevent the flow from dispersing into the
indoor air in the space between the hood and the range on
both sides. Another advantage of adding the side baffles
(besides the enhancement of capture efficiency) is that
grease that is not removed by the hood during frying is kept
from spilling outside the sides of the range.

Steam Capture
Water vapor generated from boiling pans carries an
uprising thermal buoyant force, which helps enhance the
capture efficiency and decrease the fan power, rather than
a non buoyant effect, only for hoods above the range. The
effect of these phenomena on the flow field is studied by
boiling water in different pan sizes for all the units A to G.
These results are recorded on videotapes. For a single
pan , it is difficult to differentiate the change in the flow field
with different fan speeds. This applies to all units. By having two. three, or four different sizes of pan on the range at
the same time, the resulting flow field for the overhead wallmounted units A and 8 shows that the capture efficiency
is enhanced greatly by increasing the fan speed to the
maximum. The thermal uprising buoyant force enhances
the capture efficiency relative to the nonbuoyant case. Also.
the results obtained show that overhead units are effective
for all pan heights. Unit C shows a poor capture efficiency
due to the small surface area of the hood . The effect of
cross-wind, 1.e. opening a window. is simulated by placing
a Jan operated at low speed and directed at unit D It 1s
observed that a portion of the water vapor 1s shifted outside
the hood area and is dispersed into the indoor air in the
same direction of the moving air. as expected . Downdraft
units E. F. and G show a better capture efficiency for lower
height pans than higher ones when thermal buoyancy is

significant. As the pan height increases, a significant fraction of the water vapor is not captured but rises upward or
disperses away from the vents. Having a person cooking
in front of the range affects the flow field . A non-moving person standing in front of the range does not interrupt the flow
field significantly. However, the flow field interruption 1s
significant with the motion of the arms or the body for a
short time period. The videotapes show the flow field for different situations, either with a person or without. The
enhancement of the capture efficiency by adding side
baffles to units A and 8 is emphasized again by observing
the resulting flow fields from boiling water in pans.

SOUND MEASUREMENTS
Preliminary results were obtained for rating the kitchen
range exhaust systems for quietness by measuring the output noise generated by the fan relative to the ambient
sound level. Two sound scales are widely used. The first is
the sone, which is equal in loudness to a pure tone of 1000
cycles per second at 40 decibels (dB) above the listener's
threshold of hearing. It follows a linear scale. The second
unit is the decibel (dB), which is a measure of sound
pressure level weighted by the sound level meter to deemphasize the low-frequency portion of the noise spectrum and approximating an equal loudness contour over
rriost of the frequency range; it follows a log scale. To d&te.
no ASH RAE standard has been adopted to test kitchen exhaust systems for sound. In a persona! communication
(HVI 1988), it was learned that a recommended laboratory
method for determining noise output of ventilation equipment is still under consideration. Therefore, a procedure
similar to that used by Canada Mortgage and Housing
Corporation Research Division is used here to determine
the noise level. Two different sound level meters are used .
The background noise level for the kitchen laboratory is
found to be 53 dB. At a distance of 36 in (0.9 m) from the
hood and at different locations in fmnt of the hood, the
average noise increase due to the fan is found to be 19 dB
for overhead-mounted units and 24 dB for ttie island hood :
while the increase for the downdraft units varied between
14 and 20 dB. These numbers decrease by decreasing the
fan speed at the same distance or increasing the distance
away from the fan. Meanwhile, a more detailed study for the
sound measurements is being carried out and will be
reported later.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The measured fan performance data agree fairly well
with the rated airflow rates for some units but are considerably less than the rated flows for others. All the
downdraft units have larger flow rates than the overhead
units tested and have much steeper fan curves Therefore.
the airflow rate through the downdraft units is affected less
by duct system pressure drop than t11e overhead urws
Longer ductwork is required upstream of the p1tot tube :;:i
eliminate flow asymmetry than is specified in ASHR.C.::
Standard 51-1985 wllen measuring airflow througt1 krtche."
exhaust systems However, the use of a screen downstre?.,~1
ol the flow straightener reduces flow asymmetry
A simple three ·d1mens1onal po!0nt1cil llow rnoa:.o:
predicts tt1e airflow d1stribul1on near tne k1tctwn exl1aust
systems very well Real point sinks ana :~naq111~1ry sinks D/
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the presence of the solid wal.l s have been required to
predict.air velocity patterns below an overhead exhaust
unit:·''
., ·The addition of side baffles onto a wall-mounted
011erhead exhaust hood provided the best capture of
steam generated from boiling water in open pans of all the
configurations tested . The use of a perimeter slot on an
overhead wall-mounted exhaust hood increased the capture of steam compared to the same hood with an open
entrance area. The microwave exhaust unit performed
poorly due to the low air exhaust flow rate and its small
depth . Downdraft units captured steam well from low pans
but performed very poorly w.Q.e n tall pans were used. The
buoyancy of hot cooking vapors aids in their capture by the
overhead hoods but greatly reduces their capture by the
downdraft units. This teridstomake the overhead hoods
more energy efficient for the same capture efficiency,: since
reduced airflow rate and smaller fan power are required.
· Further work is required to quantify the relationship
between exhaust airflow rate, cooking contaminant cap.
tu re effectiveness, and energy consumption. The effect of
kitchen range exhaust on building depressurization, backdrafting, and makeup air is an important safety issue and
must be addressed by considering the entire building ventilation system. Grease capture and: removal is an important issue in maintenance and performance over long time
periods to prevent duct fires, maintain fan performance,
and ensure proper operation of backdraft dampers. Vibration analysis and noise reduction techniques are necessary to produce quieter systems·that will be better
accepted by the occupants and used more frequently than
those installed today.
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